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Department of Civil Engine~ring, IIT Kharagpur 
Mid-A~"itsemester (2011-12) Ex.am. Time: 2Hrs. 

Sub: Design ofHydraulic Structures (CE60099); Max. Marks: 30 

"An~wer an~ 10 questions. Each question carries 3 marks. Neat sketches/drawings are expected. 

---------------:i·------------~--------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~--------~--------

1. No"fi?ally, a camil. does bot take off from the reservoir behind a dam. Explain why it is so. There are 
exceptions, however, like the Sardar Sarovar Dam. Explain how this has been achieved forJhis.dam. 
WheFe does ~his canal lead to, from its origin at the dam across the River Narmada? 

2. The phin~ing model of having a dam storing water of a river and releasing it downstream to be diverted 
. into ,an irrigation canal network has been widely used in India. Name one such combination of a dam
barrage syst~m and the river across which they are located. How is the release of water ensured throughout 
the year? · .. . . · · . 
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3 ... The plal}ning ~f aproject on the construction of a dam across a river takes into account different factors. 
~:~E~plaiil,the"fa~{orsJh'lt decide: (a) G.hoosing the final location of the dam (from amongst a choice in the 

- ~- ";v}pJplty.:2(~g1Y,e~regi(>n); (b) Height of the dam; (c) Number of spillway gates (assuming free flowing 

~~~~::~ .. ~e ]~~{~t[,~~~:~~oa~~:{> "' · .. · __ . . . ·. 
4. Inptacttce, <:(curve is drawn betWeen water level ofthe reservoir and the corresponding volume of water 

st~red 'up to the level. What is/are the basic data required for generating this curve and how is this curve 
generated from the data? The shape of the curve changes with time due to sedimentation in the reservoir. 
Draw hypothetical curves showing the original curve and one after sedimentation. 

5. "Reservoir Routing" ~eans the computation of the outflow hydrograph from a spillway for a given inflow 
flood hydrograph to a reservoir. Explain the basic mathematical equation considered for this purpose and 
the steps of computation. Explain mathematically, using the basic equation, why would the inflow 
hydrograph always cut the outflow graph at _its (the latter)) peak? .~ ~ 
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6. Under which circumstances the following spillways may be advised for construction in a dam-reservoir 
project: (a) Side channel, and (b) Labyrinth. Explain the layouts of each of these spillways with appropriate 
plan view of the river at the site superimposed with the hydraulic structures connected to the project. 

7. For very large dams, the recommended flood is the "Probable Maximum Flood", for intermediate dams, it 
is the "Standard Project Flood" and for small dams, it is a flood of a given rc:tum period, say, I in 100 
years. Explain, (a) on what basis are dams classified as "large", "intermediate" and "small", and (b) why 
are the recommended design floods correspondingly smaller in progression? 

8. A chute spillv.;ay is usually cut in the rock adjacent to a dam and lined with concrete. This lining need not 
be designed as a reinforced concrete structure but, nevertheless, some amount of steel is provided. What is 
the purpose of this steel? Underneath the chute spillway floor, a drainage arrangement is provided. Explain 
why this drainage is reql.!~red and ()f yvhat material is the drainage arrangement made of. 
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9. What are the relative merits/demerits between (a) free flowing ogee spillway, and (b) shaft spillway? How 
does one calculate the effective length (Le) for an ogee spillway in the discharge equation Q = Cd Le H312? 
What are the factors on which the coefficient of discharge (Cd) depends? 

10. As the water level in the reservoir rises, a siphon spillway goes through three pha~es of flow conditions. It 
may suffer from vibrations for one of these phases - which one, and why? Draw the graph of water level 
versus siphc>n flow:disc!Iarge, indicating the phases. 

t t. \Vhf~hi~~r~~~te~s·:i~~~~· the tYP~-or e·n;rg~ dissipation device that is suitable for a particular spillway? 
· . Explain w!tn relevant graphs. Specific~lly, where do we recommend the use ofthe following energy 
· .. dissipators: (a) horizontal stilling basin, (b) ski-jump deflector bucket, and (c) submerged roller bucket? 

What are the advantages of providing a slotted roller bucket instead of a ~olid one? 




